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Climate Planning  

How should the City of Charlottesville and Albemarle County approach their climate 

action planning process?  

The city and county should approach a climate change prevention program through a 

unified effort to reduce car emissions. Q. How? A. New technology to recycle manifold 

exhaust back to the combustion chamber of a car to reduce emissions, increase mileage and 

burn fuels more completely. Ceramic line the combustion chamber—i.e. the porcelain sink, 

recuperator engine.  

Do you have specific strategies that you would like to see implemented?  

Please see answer 1. In addition, I wish to put solar panels on food mobiles. This will 

decrease noise and carbon emissions from fuel generators used to power food mobiles and 

I want storage batteries to charge the car battery and alternator when appliances are not 

in use in a food mobile or other car with solar power. Have more government subsidies 

for solar power and electric hybrid or total electric vehicles- perhaps fusion in the future.  

Should cities contribute to climate solutions, and, if so, how? Have more campaigns to stop 

smoking. Put a hefty carbon tax on all tobacco products, especially e cigarettes and other 

smoking devices. Put a hefty carbon tax on alcohol, gun sales and ammo.  

If elected, would you promote strategies to reduce our climate emissions, and, if so, 

where do the greatest opportunities exist for reducing them? Condense all smoke on 

smoke stacks to ash and ban release of ash into air. Add a hefty carbon tax if any ash and 

soot is released from smoke stacks and gradually increase it until a no ash release is 

realized-- only air temperature air ie. clean air.  



Climate Strategies and Implementation  

How would you approach sustainable materials management solutions like 

composting and recycling in this region?  

Use huskylite 95 gal. containers for all trash and the city should sort and recycle all trash 

including compost material, sorting out objects of material value for pay back to the city. 

This should be done at a new city sorting site. Dominion Energy has what is called a 

"strategic underground" program for power line burial. It requires home property owner 

cooperation where outages are common. The city could also address street and walk scape 

needs during buial of power and communication lines. Architectural design is for the long 

haul with radical arbor pruning of trees to protect cars and pedestrians in times of 

emergency weather related alerts and emergencies. Streets and walks should be clear of 

any overhanging dangers of limbs or boughs. This also enables better leaf management.  

What role do you see for renewable energy in our community? How would you 

approach implementing its use, if at all, or increasing it?  

We should study the concept of large field wind farms and solar panels for power grid 

clean electricity generation where cost practical-- perhaps in a local coop.  

How would you describe the relationship between climate action, poverty, and justice in 

Charlottesville and Albemarle County?  

All issues can be solved through better communication among decision makers and 

followers. We can text and email attach from smart phones to key public servants and 

individuals in the public who need streamlined government services brought to them as such 

in order to promote needed climate action, war against poverty and justice reform with smart 

police officer texting their case reports to the accused, accusers, law enforcement and court 

personnel with their smart phone and camera capability.  

Transportation makes up a significant portion of local climate emissions. What strategies 

would you suggest to address transportation needs in Charlottesville and Albemarle 

County?  



See above. Also, I believe I was the first candidate for city council to recommend that fold-

out stop signs be mandated by law on all public transportation buses, especially single door 

buses as is the case for school buses. The same law for school buses should apply to all public 

and private transportation buses. The situation now is dangerous. The drivers of buses know 

that I tell the truth on this. Let us treat adults the way we protect our children on school 

buses. Extend public bus lines to Albemarle - Charlottesville Regional Airport. I was the first 

person seeking office to suggest these changes in 2003.  

How would you propose to overcome barriers to energy efficiency upgrades and 

renewable energy in the residential sector?  

I hope that the LEAP program can be better funded to have a higher home cap so 

individual homes in the residential sector in need can be retrofitted with the latest 

technologies and services for energy cost savings and a decreased overall Carbon 

footprint.  

Tell us what inspires you personally to act on climate, or why action is 

unnecessary.  

I have been to several recent city council meetings where residents have spoken out 

eloquently about our environment and the need for a sustainable decreased carbon 

footprint. I have seen first hand as a medical student and lab specialist, what smoke does to 

the lungs to promote cancer and heart disease. Harmful chemicals in the environment taken 

into the body through lungs and mouth, all carbon materials, promote cancer and all sorts 

of lung disease with consequent hastening of death. This truth and fact should inspire all of 

us to act when we know that God is for us in our actions taken. That is the purpose of 

research, development and enacting law regarding needed innovation.  

This concludes my essay on Climate in view of the upcoming Nov 5, 2019 general 

election for city council in the city of Charlottesville ie. c city.  


